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October is upon us and it’s time to start thinking about the Decem-
ber elections for club officers and directors.  The nominating commit-
tee has been assembled and anyone wishing to run for any office or 
directorship should come to the Club office and get registered for 
consideration by the committee.   
 
Nominations will be closed October18th to give the committee time 
to meet and choose their candidates. 
 
The names of the candidates will be published in the November 
Bytes, then announced at the November general meeting.  At that 
time nominations will be taken from the floor and those nominees 
will be added to the list that the committee has comprised. 
 
All names will be published in the December Bytes.  The December 
Bytes will be published at the end of November.  The election will 
take place at the beginning of the general meeting on December 2nd.   
 
We have an excellent executive board this year and have accom-
plished much.  We hope to stay around next year to continue our 
work.  Be sure to attend our meeting and vote in December. 
 
 
 
  

Ron  
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The Executive Board and Members of 
CCCGC welcome each of you to the group.  
We’re Here To Help. Membership Has Its 
Privileges. 
If you have any questions, concerns or need 
computer help, please contact us at the office. 
We will endeavor to help you any way we can. 

WELCOME New Members 

John Johnson  Tim Wehrle  Janice Williams 
Brenda Rhodes  Dick Braun  Sherrill Braun 
Judy Kaff  Erin Savidge  Miria Kukulski 
Carol Powell  Rafael Rambla   Janes Brennen 
Dee Fries  Edward Reardon  Joyce Reardon 

Fortunately, there are online tools* available that can help you 
control and protect your privacy. 

Anti-tracking tools 

Anytime you visit a website, you’re being tracked. Anti-tracking 
software discloses all the companies that are tracking you and 
gives you the ability to prevent them from collecting, analyzing, 
and even selling your personal data without your permission. 

 Disconnect  https://disconnect.me/ 

 Ghostery  https://www.ghostery.com/en/ 

 Lightbeam  https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/
lightbeam/ 

 DoNotTrackMe**  http://www.abine.com/donottrackme.html 

 Privacy Badger  https://www.eff.org/privacybadger 

Private Search Engines 

Whenever you perform a search on Google, Yahoo!, or Bing, 
your IP address, search terms, and other personal data are being 
tracked. With private search engines, you can search for what you 
need and still remain anonymous. Some of the listed private 
search engines have some limitations, so make sure to evaluate 
them yourself to see which one might suit you best. 

 DuckDuckGo  https://duckduckgo.com/ 

 StartPage  https://startpage.com/ 

 Ixquick  https://www.ixquick.com/ 

 Privatelee  https://privatelee.com/ 

 

 

    Continued on next page 

Posted by ZoneAlarm  

Online privacy is a topic getting a lot of attention these days 
and has become a large concern among consumers. While 
the obvious solution is to take steps to better protect your 
online privacy, a survey published in Consumer Reports 
found that 62% of U.S. consumers “have done nothing to 
protect their privacy on the Internet.” This doesn’t mean 
consumers don’t care about privacy. In fact, the same survey 
notes that 58% of online users are concerned that the Na-
tional Security Agency (NSA) may be spying on them. 

If you are one of the 58% who is unsure where to begin to 
protect your privacy, there are steps you can take to help 
minimize your digital footprint and keep your data more 
private when you’re on the Web: 

Check your browser’s privacy settings. 

Today’s web browsers usually allow you to be tracked by 
default. But they also offer tools for strengthening your pri-
vacy while you surf, such as the ability to block cookies. (A 
‘cookie’ is a small file placed on your computer by a website 
you visit. Cookies can track your activity while you’re on 
that site.) 

Your first action should be to explore your browser’s de-
fault privacy settings and make changes to these settings 
accordingly. Be aware that blocking all cookies can make 
your Web surfing less convenient, as they help websites 
remember you when you return, amongst other benefits. 

Use available tools to manage your online privacy 

Privacy settings vary between browsers and can be limited 
in their reach. Google Chrome’s Incognito mode, for in-
stance, prevents others who use your browser from seeing 
where you’ve been online, but it doesn’t prevent you from 
being tracked by online companies and advertisers. 

 

Online Privacy: How to Minimize Your Digital Footprint 
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Online Privacy: How to Minimize Your Digital Footprint 
 

Conclusion from page  3      
   

Website Encryption tools 

Earlier in the year, we wrote a blog on “HTTPS: The S is More Than Just a Letter” – noting how HTTPS provides secure commu-
nication over a network, whereas HTTP does not. By employing one of the encryption tools listed below, websites that normally 
route to HTTP are rerouted to HTTPS – should the website support HTTPS to begin with. 

 HTTPS Everywhere  https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere  (Eff Organization is an excellent site to keep track of what is going on 
with our Digital Rights.) 

 Force-TLS  https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/force-tls/ 

 KB SSL Enforcer  https://code.google.com/p/kbsslenforcer/ 

Private (Anonymous) Browsers 

The likelihood that you’re using Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, and/or Google Chrome is pretty high. The downside of these 
major browsers is that your personal data is being tracked. Private browsers, on the other hand, are specifically developed to 
protect user privacy. Please keep in mind that using an alternative browser isn’t necessarily risk-free. For example, there have 
been reports that many cyber criminals use the anonymous Tor network to store their malware. 

 Tor  https://www.torproject.org/ 

 Whitehat Aviator  https://www.whitehatsec.com/aviator/ 

Virtual Private Networks (VPN) 

A VPN lets you send and receive data on public networks with the privacy benefits of a secure network. Although VPN software 
is most often used to give corporate employees secure access to corporate information, consumers can use VPN software to 
more privately visit websites without exposing their own IP address or other identifying information. Some consumer VPN clients 
offer free and paid access, depending on features and usage. 

 SurfEasy VPN  https://www.surfeasy.com/   

 StrongVPN  http://www.strongvpn.com/ 

 Hotspot Shield  http://www.hotspotshield.com/ 

The Time to Start Protecting Your Privacy is Now 

Online privacy is clearly a growing concern for many. But, as the Consumer Reports survey highlights, consumers’ fears of being 
tracked online are out of sync with their efforts to prevent it. 

The fact is, taking action is always more effective than choosing to do nothing. Protecting your online privacy doesn’t require a lot 
of effort or money. And importantly, the time to start is now. 

*= The tools listed here are not endorsed or recommended by Check Point Software Technologies or ZoneAlarm. Please per-
form your own research and use at your own discretion. 

 

Char lotte  Bytes  
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A 'no-reformat reinstall' for Windows 8   

By Fred Langa 

Win8's Refresh your PC without affecting your files feature lets you rebuild your operating system in minutes. 
A refresh returns Windows 8 to like-new condition while leaving users' accounts, data, passwords, and personal files intact. But 
there are a few limitations to consider. 
As I noted in the July 11 Top Story, "Understanding Windows 8's File History," Windows 8's backup/restore mechanisms are a 
significant break from the past. 
For example, File History doesn't use traditional, periodic backups; instead, it makes nearly continuous backups of all new and 
altered files in the Windows Library. File History offers an unprecedented level of backup protection — if used properly. 
Along with File History, Win8's backup/restore system has two new components: Refresh your PC without affecting your files 
("Refresh" for short) and Remove everything and reinstall Windows ("Remove"). 
Refresh is a nondestructive reinstall that restores Win8's core system files to factory-fresh condition. It can strip away deleteri-
ous changes caused by application installations, bad settings, data corruption, and so on. 
Refresh doesn't alter your user accounts, passwords, or data (including Documents, Music, Pictures and Videos), and it won't 
remove or alter some installed programs. (More on what's kept and lost in a moment.) 
Remove, on the other hand, wipes out all user accounts, data, passwords, and installed programs — leaving you with a scratch 
Win8 installation that's ready to be set up and customized. 
Win8 is the first Windows to offer these two options built in. Because they're part of the operating system, they work fast — 
much faster than the manual refresh/reinstall options available for previous Windows versions. A refresh, for example, requires 
almost no user input and runs to completion in as little as 20 minutes. 
Win8 also lets you make your own custom recovery images — you can "refresh" to the specific, preconfigured setup of your 
choice. 
In the rest of this article, I'll walk you through a basic refresh so you can see how it works and know your options. In future in-
stallments, I'll cover Remove, plus how to create and use custom recovery images. And I'll explore the rest of what's new and 
different about Win8's backup/recovery systems. 

           Con nued on Page 12 
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Classes  & Events Calendar 

For more information go 
to www.cccgc.info 

View/download Bytes 

Please be sure to  

register online for 
classes 

1 Maintenance 2 Open Forum 3 4
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM
Ron Wallis Dick Evans

5 6 Libre Office 7 8 Windows Office 9 Open Forum 10 11
2 to 4 PM General Meeting     2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM
John Palmer 7:15 PM    Larry Hurley Dick Evans

          Classes
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

12 13 AndroidTablets 14 No Class 15 EaseUs Backup 16 No Class 17 18
2 to 4 PM     2 to 4 PM

Yvette Pilch Ron Wallis

19 20 Libre Office 21 Windows 8.1 22 Windows Office 23 Open Forum 24 25
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM    2 to 4 pm 2 to 4 PM

John Palmer Ron Wallis   Larry Hurley Dick Evans

26 27 Windows 8.1 28 Maintenance 29 No Class 30 31
2 to 4 PM 2 to 4 PM

Yvette Pilch Ron Wallis 6:30 PM

NOTICE Notes:

OFFICE HOURS: 10:00 AM-2:00 PM
All Non Meeting Night Classes will be held in MONDAY -FRIDAY

Our New CCCGC Office. Please sign up for classes ONLINE:
http://www.cccgc.info

Board Meeting

October 2014                    CCCGC Events Calendar
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday



PROMOTING COMPUTER LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CHARLOTTE COUNTY 

The Charlotte County 

Computer Group Corp. 

Is a non-profit 501(c)3 organiza-

tion as classified by the Internal 

Revenue Service. 

Donations, gifts, bequests, lega-

cies, devices and transfers are 
deductible under federal laws. 
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Officers and Board of  

Directors for 2014 

President:   Ron Wallis 

Vice President:  A Yvette Pilch 

Secretary:  Ron Muschong 

Treasurer:   Larry Hurley 

Director:   John Hegard 

Director:  Grover Mudd 

 Director:  Lydia Rist 

Director:  Frank Messina 

 Director:  Linda Corrick 

We’re on the Web 
www.cccgc.net 

TorrentLocker Is A New 
Ransomware Down Under. 
And It’s Evil. 

Cryptolocker might be dead and buried, but there’s a new piece of malware looking to take 
the Ransomware crown. It’s called TorrentLocker, and it’s positively evil. 
TorrentLocker is said to borrow features from both the infamous CryptoLocker ransom-
ware, as well as CryptoWall. Despite being a derivative of these malware programs, the se-
curity researchers who discovered and analyzed it – iSIGHT Partners – are referring to it as 
an entirely new strain. 
iSIGHT Partners are a well respected security research firm based in Dallas, Texas with of-
fices and employees in 16 countries worldwide. 
Consumers hit by TorrentLocker will find their files encrypted with strong, near-
unbreakable encryption, and will only be able to get their files back by paying a ransom listed 
in Australian dollars. 

Curious about what makes TorrentLocker so particularly evil? Read on for more. 

A Familiar Threat 
What’s especially fascinating about TorrentLocker is how it borrows its naming and an aes-
thetic from CryptoLocker and CryptoWall, despite being an entirely different animal. Once 
infected, the malware will identify itself as ‘CryptoLocker’ (which I once described as the 
‘nastiest malware ever’), and will contain a short Q&A that seemingly has been cribbed in its 
entirety from CryptoWall. 
The etymology of TorrentLocker comes from a modification made to the Windows registry 
under ‘HKCU\Software\Bit Torrent Application\’. There’s no real evidence that Torrent-
Locker infects via file-sharing protocols and networks, however. Most installations of the 
virus seemingly come from people opening attachments from spam emails. 

Much like CryptoLocker, TorrentWall demands a ransom. For users to get their files back, 
users will have to fork out $500AUD ($464 USD, at the time of writing). And, much like 
CryptoLocker, users have to pay the ransom in Bitcoin. TorrentLocker suggests a number of 
Bitcoin exchanges based in Australia. This, combined with the chosen currency of the ran-
som, suggests that this piece of malware is aimed at Australian Internet users. 
Malware aimed at a specific country isn’t especially new. Stuxnet was aimed at SCADA sys-
tems in Iran, whilst other ransomware software has used the names and logos of the British 
Serious Organized Crime Agency (SOCA), as well as the Federal Bureau of Investigations. 

What’s New Though, and how does it work? 
TorrentLocker looks like Cryptolocker. It ‘quacks’ like Cryptolocker. But it’s not Cryp-
toLocker. Indeed, it’s vastly different at the code level, and should be considered as an en-
tirely unique strain of malware, rather than a rebranding of Cryptolocker. 

Once the TorrentLocker executable has been run, it makes a modification to explorer.exe. This con-
tains most of the functionality of TorrentLocker, including the code used to communicate with the 
command and control server, as well as encrypt the files on the system. 

The malware duplicates itself in the ‘%WINDOWS%/%WOW64%’ folder. This copy is randomly 
named, possibly to make things difficult for any anti-virus programs running on the system at the time. 
It also executes multiple installations of itself simultaneously, potentially to obfuscate its behavior. 

       Conclusion page 17 
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by Joel Lee 

How To Care For Your Hard Drives And Make Them Last 

Longer 

All hard drives die sooner or later, but that doesn’t mean they all die at the same rate. At this time, the average lifespan of a hard 
drive is six years i.e. 50% of hard drives make it to the six-year mark. Sometimes an early death is the fault of the manufacturer, 
but more often than not, hard drives fail earlier than they should because we don’t take care of them. 

For some, that might be a strange concept. Hard drives are tucked away within the computer, aren’t they? Do they really need to 
be “taken care of”? You’d be surprised. Let’s look at the most common causes of hard drive failure and what you can do to pre-
vent them. Don’t want to suffer through the recovery of a dead hard drive, do you? 

Disclaimer: This article is about traditional hard disk drives and does not apply to newer solid-state drives. SSDs suffer from lim-
ited lifespans just like HDDs, but for different reasons. Check out how to extend the life of an SDD instead. 

Cause #1: Physical Damage 

The quickest way to render a hard drive useless is physical trauma. Sounds obvious, I 
know, but hard drives are more fragile than you might expect them to be – there are sev-
eral moving parts that can malfunc on even at the slightest disturbance. A simple bump 
while the hard drive is spinning could be enough to cause a problem. 

What can you do about it? 

For maximum safety, never remove your hard drive(s) from the computer case once they’ve been installed. If you must take them 
out – and the only valid reason for doing so would be transferring to another computer case – do it lightly and quickly, and use 
proper equipment. 

Similarly, don’t move or shake or jostle your computer case while it is on. Keep it in a safe location where accidental kicks and 
knocks are minimized. 

That being said, laptop hard drives are more robust than desktop hard drives and external hard drives. You don’t have to feel like 
you’re walking on eggshells when moving a live laptop, but do exercise caution. Again, a light bump against a desk or a wall while 

the disk is active could cause corruption of data. 

Cause #2: Excessive Heat 

Like many computer components, hard drives are built to operate within a specific range of 
optimal temperatures. This range will differ on a drive-by-drive basis depending on the mod-
el and manufacturer, but as long as you stay within your drive’s range, you should be good 
to go. 

The problem is keeping it within the safe range. If you aren’t diligent about maintaining proper air flow through your computer 
case, heat can build up inside to temperatures far hotter than the ambient temperature of your room. Even if you feel comfortable, 
your computer components might not be. 

 

 

          Continued on Page 8 
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How To Care For Your Hard Drives And Make Them Last Longer 

What can you do about it? 

First things first, you should open up your computer case (after you’ve powered off) and 
clean out any dust that might’ve accumulated within. Use a can of compressed air to 
clean out the tight nooks and crannies. Then, make sure your fans are working. They 
should be pulling in air from one side of the case and expelling air from the other side, 
i.e., circulating. 

Laptops are even worse than desktops. The tiny case means dust accumulates faster, so 
cleaning is a higher priority. Also, be sure to always place your laptop on a hard, flat sur-
face to minimize dust intake and maximize air circulation. Neglecting this is the fastest 
way to destroy your laptop. 

Consider investing in a laptop cooler. They’re great because they provide a hard, flat 
surface and they improve air intake. 

5 Ways To Utterly Destroy Your Laptop, Slowly But Surely 

http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/5-ways-utterly-destroy-laptop-slowly-surely/ 

Cause #3: File Fragmentation 

File fragmentation itself is not a direct cause of hard drive damage. However, it does 
cause your hard drive to work harder by making it more difficult to find all the pieces 

that comprise a particular file (as files fragment, these pieces scatter across the hard drive instead of all being located in the same 
place). By working harder, the hard drive experiences more wear and tear. 

The evidence of increased wear and tear might not show up for a while, but it does add up. 

What can you do about it? 

Short answer: defragmentation. While fragmentation is less of an issue with NTFS drives than FAT32 drives of the past, it’s still 
an issue that shouldn’t be overlooked as part of computer maintenance. Not sure how to defragment? We recommend these 
awesome defragmentation tools. 

However, be aware that defragmenting too often is a common computer mistake that users make. Only defragment your drives 
when they reach 5-10% fragmentation. 

As a bonus, defragmenting will speed up your computer since files can be loaded off of the hard drive faster. Plus, if you’re ever in 
a position where you need to recover a lost file, defragmentation can help make that easier as well. 

Cause #4: Frequent On-and-Off 

The most demanding actions for a hard drive are booting up and shutting down. More 
specifically, the act of frequently spinning up and spinning down can cause additional attri-
tion on top of the wear and tear of regular use. 

 

           Conclusion on Page 9 
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How To Care For Your Hard Drives And Make Them Last Longer 

What can you do about it? 

There’s a careful line to walk here. On the one hand, you don’t want to keep your hard drives on all of the time, but you also 
don’t want to turn it on and off multiple times per day. 

Where do we mark the line? As a general rule of thumb, if you’re stepping away for more than a day, shut it down. If you’re 
going away for a few hours, consider sending the computer into standby or hibernation mode. Any less than that, you can either 
leave the computer on or send it into sleep mode with powered down disks. 

Cause #5: Power Surges 

Electricity isn’t always constant. There are times when voltages spike above normal levels 
– even for just a few nanoseconds – and these are called surges. What’s bad about this is 
that surges can cause damage to electronic devices, which includes computer compo-
nents. One badly-timed electrical surge could fry your hard drive. 

What can you do about it? 
Use a surge protector. This nifty device will detect surges of electricity and divert it away from the devices that are plugged in. 
Are surge protectors infallible? No, of course not. Depending on the one you buy, you’ll only be guarded against certain surge 
strengths. It’s a good idea to invest in one if you want to keep your computer safe. 
It’s entirely possible for your hard drive to fail even after you’ve taken care of it. However, we’re talking about probabilities and 
likelihoods here. If you’re careful to heed the good practices outlined above, your hard drives (current and future) will last long-
er and give you fewer headaches. 
What have you done to extend the life of your hard drives? Share your tips and advice and hard drive failure stories with us by 
commenting below! 
Image Credits: Simon Yeo Via Flickr, Battered Hard Drive Via Shutterstock, Melted Hard Drive Via Shutterstock, Shattered Via Shutterstock, Power Button Via 
Shutterstock, Surge Protector Via Shutterstock 

Reminder to All Members 

Our Office hours are from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM, Monday through Friday.  Those are the times of our oper-

ation when the volunteers are here to man the desk and help members with questions.  We request that if 

you need to bring your computers in for cleaning or repairs, that you do so during the above stated office 

hours. 

In addition if you would like to have individual tutoring, please be sure to make appointments either by call-

ing the office (941-585-0356) or contact me (Yvette)  at eeepilch41@gmail.com.  I am in the office on Mon-

days and Thursday. 

Thank you for you continued cooperation. 
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CDs Are Not Forever: The 
Truth About CD/DVD Lon-
gevity, “Mold” & “Rot” 

By Tina Seiber 

The digital age has revolutionized the way we handle information. Never before could humankind record 
and store so much information and in such diversity. While the amount of data has increased exponentially, the predicted life 
span of the storage media hardly exceeds the lifetime of a human. For humans who love to collect and leave a legacy to their de-
scendants, as well as human kind who so much depends on information, this poses a huge challenge. 
Optical discs have been commercially available since the 1980s. After merely 30 years, a solid amount of information has been 
collected on what causes CDs and DVDs to break and much progress has been made in the development of material that will last 
longer. While estimations predict a life time of up to 200 years for optical discs, we can never be sure when they are really going 
to break. However, by being aware of what determines the life span of optical discs and what causes them to break, you can 
make choices and significantly increase the survival time of your stored data. 

Let’s examine this case in detail… 

What Determines The Life Span Of Different Optical Discs? 
To understand what limits the life span of optical discs, let’s look at how they are built-up. What all optical discs have in common 
is the presence of three key layers: 

    coating layer that protects the reflective layer. 

    shiny layer that reflects the laser. 

    polycarbonate disc layer that stores the data. 
In addition, a label is applied above the coating layer and re-writable discs contain a dye layer between the reflective and protec-
tive layers. 

One factor that determines the maximum life span of an optical disc is the type of reflective 
layer. Other factors include the overall quality of the raw material and manufacturing and 
most importantly the way the medium is treated by the user. The handling of an optical disc 
probably has the most significant impact on its longevity, hence we will re-visit this theme in 
a moment. 
It is hard to predict exactly how long an optical disc will last since it depends on so many 
different factors. Nevertheless, estimations are floating around that predict a life span of up 
to 200 years for recorded CD-Rs and Blu-Ray discs. The shortest life span with 5-10 years 
is predicted for unrecorded CD-Rs and CD-RWs, followed by recorded DVD-RWs with up 
to 30 years. Recorded CD-RWs and DVD-Rs have a predicted lifetime of 20-100 years. In 
other words, you should not rely on any of these media for lifelong storage of your pre-
cious data, as they are likely to fail sooner rather than later. 
As mentioned above, different types of optical discs contain different layers and particularly the reflective layer is subsceptible to 
damage. Standard compact discs typically have a reflective layer made from aluminum. When exposed to air, aluminum oxidizes, 
which naturally happens around the edges of the CD. However, degradation of the reflective layer is not the only cause of disc 
rot. 

The causes of disc rot are manifold and can include one of the following: 
 

 

            Continued on Page 11
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How Do CDs or DVDs Rot? 
    oxidation or corrosion of reflective layer 
    physical damage to disc surfaces or edges 
    galvanic reaction between layers and coatings 
    chemical reactions with contaminants 
    ultra-violet light damage 

    breaking down of disc materials, e.g. de-bonding of adhesives between layers 
Interestingly, while most types of disc rot are caused by inappropriate use and/or storage, there is one in particular, i.e. CD 
bronzing, which is caused by a fault in manufacturing. 

How Can I Check Whether My Optical Discs Are OK? 
You can do a simple visual check. If you see light shining through tiny little holes when you hold a disc against light, then the re-
flective layer has started to disintegrate. Also check your CDs for discoloring, especially around the edges. See whether the dif-
ferent layers are still tightly together or have started to de-laminate. Finally, you can try to copy the optical discs to a hard drive 
or scan them for data integrity using different software, e.g. CDCheck or dvddisaster. 

How Can I Increase The Lifetime Of My CDs & DVDs? 
There are many ways you can increase the likelihood that your CDs and DVDs will 
last you a long time. Here is a selection of the most important ones: 

    Choose a high quality medium from a good brand. 

    If you want to maximize CD longevity, go for gold as a reflective layer. 
    Treat your CDs and DVDs with care, i.e. hold them by the outer edges or the 
hole in the center, don’t touch the surface, avoid scratches, and keep dirt from the disc. 
    Keep them in a dry, dark, and cool place since humidity, sunlight, high temperatures, and pollutants can damage the different 
layers. 
    Store them in jewel cases rather than paper slips. 
    Use non solvent-based felt-tip permanent markers, suitable for writing on CD or DVD labels. 
    Rewrite your rewritable discs as little as possible. 
    Choose slow writing speeds to reduce errors and increase quality. 

What Can I Do When My Disc Won’t Read? 
A disc that can no longer be read by your player or shows errors is not necessarily a lost case. Here area few tips for what you 
can do to: 
    Make sure you didn’t accidentally insert the CD or DVD upside down. 
    Carefully clean the bottom layer with alcohol to remove grease from fingerprints and dust. 
    Try to read the CD or DVD in a different player. Chances are that the laser in your player is faulty or that a different player 
can still read your CD or DVD. 

Conclusion 
Always have a backup of your data and check all our backups regularly to make sure none of the copies have broken in the mean-
time, regardless of whether you store your data on a CD, DVD, or hard drive. 

What kind of data do you store on optical discs and how do you back up software, music, or movies you buy on a physical disc? 

Image credits: DVD Stack via Shutterstock, CD Layers via Wikipedia, Blue CD via Shutterstock 
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A 'no-reformat reinstall' for Windows 8  

  
Doing a refresh — start to finish 
As mentioned, a refresh is a kind of nondestructive reinstall that 
puts your Windows system files back into factory-fresh condition 
but doesn't alter your user accounts, data, or passwords. Moreo-
ver, some — if not all — installed programs are left intact. 
Nondestructive reinstalls aren't new to Windows. I explained the 
process for Vista and Windows 7 in the July 14, 2011, Top Story, 
"Win7's no-reformat, nondestructive reinstall." Windows XP users 
should check out the 2006 InformationWeek article, "XP's no-reformat, nondestructive total-rebuild option." 
Prior to Win8, a nondestructive reinstall was a relatively painstaking, laborious, manual process. As already noted, Win8's Re-
fresh is push-button simple, highly automated, and fast. 
To find Refresh, start at Win8's General Settings page. Click the Settings charm (the gear icon), select Change PC settings, and 
then click the General heading. Scroll down to the Refresh your PC without affecting your files heading (circled in yellow in Fig-
ure 1).  Figure 1. Win8's Refresh your PC without affecting your files — aka Refresh — tool 

Keep in mind, Refresh is rebuilding the entire Windows 8 core — so when you click 
the Get started button (see Figure 1), the process begins with a quick explanation of 
what's in store, as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. So there are no surprises, Win8 tells you just what a basic refresh will do. 
The Microsoft Win8 support page, "How to restore, refresh, or reset your PC," 
explains in a bit more detail what Refresh's basic settings will keep and discard (I've 
added emphasis to key phrases): 
    "The apps that came with your PC or you installed from Windows Store will be 
reinstalled, but any apps you installed from other websites and DVDs will be re-

moved. Windows puts a list of the removed apps on your desktop after refreshing your PC." 
No doubt about it, temporarily losing your third-party apps is a hassle. But Microsoft reasons that most system troubles arise 
from third-party apps — and removing them will help get Windows going again. With Windows restored, you can then reinstall 
third-party apps, one by one, and see whether one is causing trouble. 
If you'd rather retain your third-party apps, you can. Refresh can use a recovery image to rebuild a Win8 system to a specific 
configuration — one that includes third-party apps. 
Some PCs come with a manufacturer's recovery image installed on the hard drive or on DVD. Refresh can use that image to 
restore both the OS and the manufacturer's software and drivers. 
Better yet, Refresh can use custom system images created with recimg.exe, a command-line tool unique to Win8 (see MS Sup-
port article 2748351 for more info). If the custom image you created included third-party apps, Win8 will restore those apps as 
part of the refresh process. 

I'll cover recimg.exe and custom system images more fully in an upcoming article. For now, let's complete our walk-through. 
When you set Refresh in motion, it looks for known-good copies of system files it needs to restore. The files might be in a sys-
tem image, on the hard drive, or on Win8-installation media such as a setup DVD, flash drive, .iso file, etc. 

           Continued on Page 13 
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  Continued from page 12 

If Refresh can't find all files it needs, it'll pause and ask you to provide a 
source for the files (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3. If Refresh can't find needed system files, it'll ask for help. 

 

Once Refresh has everything it requires, it will prompt you to 
start the actual refresh process, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. The actual start of the refresh process 
Click the Refresh button, and your system will churn a bit, think 
for a moment, and then run the refresh process in earnest — 
including several reboots along the way. 

Note: The refresh reboots are automatic — no user input is required. If you're using a Win8 setup DVD (or other bootable 
medium) to provide necessary source files, Refresh's reboots might ask you to "Press any key to boot from CD or DVD." Ig-
nore any such prompt. During a refresh, Win8 should boot only from the C: drive. 

As the Refresh proceeds, Windows will display a variety of minimalist 
information screens along the way. Figures 5 and 6 show two examples.
 Figure 5. This minimalist progress screen appears early in the 
refresh process. 

Figure 6. As the process nears completion, you'll see a more colorful 
but even less informative screen. 
Start to finish, it took about 20 minutes to refresh my simple 64-bit, 
8GB test system. Ultimately, the time required for a refresh depends 

on all the normal system variables: raw system speed, amount of installed RAM, hard-drive and other storage-device speed, etc. 
Shortly after Refresh completes, Win8 runs Windows Update to bring the newly installed system files up to date. It might take 
the OS days to install all updates. Fortunately, it runs in the background, so you can start using your newly refreshed system 
immediately. 
If you'd rather get updating over with as soon as possible, you can run Windows Update manually (Control Panel/System and 
Security/Windows Update). Click Check for updates to get all patches more or less at once. 

What's different after a basic refresh 

Most of Refresh's changes are invisible — the replacement of Win8's system files with known-good copies. 
But some alterations are immediately noticeable. For example, unless you used a custom system image, your Start screen will no 
longer show tiles for nonnative Win8 apps. 
Figure 7 shows the Start screen of my test system prior to running a basic refresh (no custom image). Note the leftmost group. 
It includes: native Win8 apps (Internet Explorer, Desktop, and Store), a third-party Chess app from the Win8 Store, a couple of 
custom tiles (shutdown and lock), and third-party apps from non-Microsoft sites (Secunia PSI and CCleaner).  
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Conclusion from page 13 

Figure 7. Before refresh: My Start screen tiles included a mix of custom tiles 
and tiles for both native Win8 apps and third-party software. 
Figure 8 shows the same system's Start screen immediately after running 
Refresh. The tiles for all custom and third-party apps have been removed, 

leaving only those 
for native Win8 
apps and the Chess 
app from the Win8 
Store. 

 

Figure 8. After refresh: The refresh process kept only native Win8 apps and an 
app from the Win8 Store. 

After a refresh, the system places a file — Removed Apps.html — on the Win8 
Desktop; it contains a list of all software the refresh removed from your sys-
tem. As Figure 9 shows, the list includes the removed software's name, publish-

er, and version number. In some cases, the app's name provides a direct link to the 
publisher's site, making it easier to download and reinstall a fresh copy of the miss-
ing app  

Figure 9. The Removed Apps.html file provides specific information on apps re-
moved by a refresh. 

Here's a surprise: Refresh doesn't 
delete the apps it removed; 
they're taken out of service and 
stored in a protected folder — 
Windows.old — that's typically 

located on the C: drive (see Figure 10). 

Figure 10. Removed apps are stored in a Windows.old folder. 

This is an important safety feature. If you discover that you need something from your pre-
refresh software setup — a configuration file, forgotten template, specific .dll, or whatever 
— it's probably still there in Windows.old. 

The Windows.old folder will be quite large — it contains almost your entire pre-refresh 
setup! On my test system, the folder held almost 12GB of files. So once you're sure you 
don't need anything inside Windows.old, you'll probably want to delete it. 

Before highlighting Windows.old and pressing the Delete key, note that it's a protected folder — you have to remove it in a roundabout 
way. Use Win8's Disk Cleanup applet and select the Clean up system files option. For more information on cleaning up Win8 system files, see 
the Aug. 8 LangaList Plus column, "Easy ways to gain more hard-drive space." 

Once the bulky Windows.old folder is gone, your newly refreshed Win8 system should be smaller, leaner, and cleaner than before. In fact, it 
should be running very nearly like new! 
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Microso  Cleans Up the Windows Store, Pledges to Keep 
It Clean   

 

Recently we started a firestorm by telling the world how the Windows 8 app store 
was completely full of scam applications39, and Microsoft has officially responded by 
removing 1500 applications and pledging to keep it clean. 

As part of their new application certification requirements16, which according to their announcement were actually put into place 
in June, they are going to be enforcing the following changes: 

    Application Name needs to clearly identify the functionality of the application 

    Category needs to match the actual application function 

    Icons must be unique instead of allowing stolen icons 

They have already removed 1500 scammy applications from the store, they are going to give refunds to those people that were 
affected, and they will be applying the new requirements to all new applications as well. 

    These revised policies are being applied to all new app submissions and existing app updates for both the Windows and Windows Phone 
Store. We’ve also been working on titles already in the catalog, conducting a review of Windows Store to identify titles that do not comply 
with our modified certification requirements. 

    ...causing us to remove more than 1,500 apps as part of this review so far (as always we will gladly refund the cost of an app that is 
downloaded as a result of an erroneous title or description). 

http://blogs.windows.com/buildingapps/2014/08/27/how-were-addressing-misleading-apps-in-windows-store/ 

August 27, 2014 by Todd Brix // PC, Phone, Tablet 

As Windows Store expands to reach more customers in more markets with a growing list of great titles, we are continuously looking for ways 
to improve both customer experience and developer opportunity. We strive to give our worldwide customer base easy access to amazing app 
experiences while keeping developer friction to a minimum. From time-to-time this process slips out of sync and we need to recalibrate. 

Every app store finds its own balance between app quality and choice, which in turn opens the door to people trying to game the system 
with misleading titles or descriptions. Our approach has long been to create and enforce strong but transparent policies to govern our certifi-
cation and store experience. Earlier this year we heard loud and clear that people were finding it more difficult to find the apps they were 
searching for; often having to sort through lists of apps with confusing or misleading titles. We took the feedback seriously and modified the 
Windows Store app certification requirements as a first step toward better ensuring that apps are named and described in a way that 
doesn’t misrepresent their purpose. These changes included: 

    Naming – to clearly and accurately reflect the functionality of the app. 

    Categories – to ensure apps are categorized according to the app function and purpose. 

    Icons – must be differentiated to avoid being mistaken with others. 

 

  

 

            Continued on page 16 
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Microso  Cleans Up the Windows Store, Pledges to 

Keep It Clean          Conclusion from page 15 

 

 

 

The Store review is ongoing and we recognize that we have more work to do, but we’re on it. We’re applying additional resources to speed 

up the review process and identify more problem apps faster. No approach is perfect, so we encourage people to report any issues they 

may encounter with Windows Store. For most issues, customers can use the “report concern to Microsoft” link in the Store. For infringe-

ments concerns, people can use our online tools or email reportapp@microsoft.com directly. 

We remain as committed as ever to delivering a great customer experience AND expanding the developer opportunity through fair and 

transparent policies. 

According to the announcement, they are adding new resources to help clean up the store and keep it clean, 
which means they finally are putting humans back into the certification process to make sure that applications 
are high quality, and they have people cleaning up the store. 

This is great news for everybody involved, and we applaud Microsoft for taking this step. Getting any large company to make 

changes quickly is difficult, and based on our checking into the Windows Store, it looks like they have really cleaned things up a 

lot. 

These revised policies are being applied to all new app submissions and existing app updates for both the Windows and Windows Phone 

Store. We’ve also been working on titles already in the catalog, conducting a review of Windows Store to identify titles that do not comply 

with our modified certification requirements. This process is continuing as we work to be as thorough and transparent as possible in our 

review. Most of the developers behind apps that are found to violate our policies have good intentions and agree to make the necessary 

changes when notified. Others have been less receptive, causing us to remove more than 1,500 apps as part of this review so far (as always 

we will gladly refund the cost of an app that is downloaded as a result of an erroneous title or description). 

 
See us on the Web 

www.cccgc.net 
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TorrentLocker Is A New Ransomware Down Under. And It’s 
Evil.       Conclusion from page 6 

Another copy of the malware is also placed in the Windows registry, in addition to an 
autorun key being created. As you might expect, this causes the malware to launch on 
startup. 
For the malware to start encrypting files, it must first be able to communicate with the 
command and control (C&C) server. It tries to make a connection to an IP address hard-
coded in the malware, which it then authenticates against. If the authentication is success-
ful, the malware starts encrypting files. Once it has completed its task, it will then inform 
the user. 

 

Users can verify that decryption is possible 
by restoring a single file of their choice for 
free. Unlike CryptoLocker, victims do not 
have to pay within a specified time period, 
lest the decryption keys be deleted. Howev-
er, the cost of decryption doubles to $1000 
AUD after a time period has elapsed  

 
Interestingly, the ransomware doesn’t actually describe paying the ransom in such terms. Rather, victims ‘buy’ the software that is 
necessary to decrypt their files. The ransom pages are written in crude, broken English, which suggests that the person (or per-
sons) behind TorrentWall are not native English speakers. 
The ransom page also features a form for contacting the attacker, in addition to listing Bitcoin, Dogecoin and Litecoin addresses 
where grateful victims can make a donation. This is voluntary, although why one would give a gift to someone who extorted a 
sizable amount of cash from you is somewhat beyond my comprehension. 

What Can I Do If Infected? 
This is a bit tricky. Right now, there’s no other option to get your files back, other than to pay the ransom. However, as we saw 
with CryptoLocker, it’s possible for people to get their files back when the Command and Control servers are taken over, and 
the list of decryption keys recovered. 

In the interim, ensure that you’ve got a backup of your files that is not persistently connected to your computer via USB or net-
work share. Furthermore, invest in some solid antivirus (not Microsoft Security Essentials) and avoid opening attachments from 
unsolicited or suspicious emails. 
If you do get infected, you are recommended to buy a cheap external hard drive (or a sufficiently capacious USB flash drive) and 
copy over your encrypted files. This gives you the possibility of eventually recovering your files at a later date, and without paying 
a ransom. You’d then be encouraged to reinstall Windows (or perhaps give Linux – a much more secure operating system – a 
try), to remove the malware for good. 
It’s tempting to pay the ransom, although you should remember that you would only then be making these types of ransomware 
financially worthwhile to the attacker. 

 


